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Objectives
 Introduce a new interdisciplinary theory of human
decision making, conviction narrative theory (CNT).
 Set out a new method of Big Data analysis (Directed
Algorithmic Text Analysis - DATA) and a related method,
CONSENSUS, for assessing Narrative Topic
Dispersion.
 Present some results to show how these methods can
be used to capture and gauge systemic risk in the
financial system.
 Consider some wider results and the methods’ validity.
 Consider how and why these methods work and how
they might develop in further collaborations.
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Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT)
 Human actions have produced a complex and constantly evolving world
in which many decisions (such as financial decisions) are made in a
context of radical uncertainty – that is where objective probabilities for
outcomes are not available, ex ante.
 Decisions to act in these circumstance draw on human abilities to
calculate and create scenarios of the future (narratives) that are very
different to those in a computer programme. Such narrative construction
has three functions:
1. To interpret the situations we are in, which means fitting them to a
prior-conceived pattern of observations and so reducing the prediction
problem required to make sense.
2. To form alternative pictures of the future outcomes of possible actions
and to imagine their impact.
3. To create a sense of accuracy and conviction about a preferred
alternative, i.e. a narrative that creates a sufficient subjective feeling
of certainty and accuracy to generate expectations and to act (often
with others).
 In CNT financial assets are priced in a fragile equilibrium – the outcome
of shifting consensus narratives about underlying “fundamentals”,
potentially creating systemic risk via groupthink and divided states.
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 The potential for inertia caused by uncertainty and possible loss
is overcome by creating preferred narratives of the future in
which agents have subjective trust – conviction narratives.
 They draw on human capacities that have adaptively evolved in
human bodies – for example, embodied cognition and the ability
for “mental time-travel” which allows them to compose
embodied narratives of future outcomes, including those that
have never happened before, etc.
 Through embodiment, different cognitive elements in the stories
that agents simulate as they read, imagine or listen, each evoke
approach or avoidance emotions with the effect that the
outcomes of preferred actions both feel and are thought
accurate and desirable.
 Approach-Avoidance emotion shifts therefore suggest increases
or decreases in (potentially) risky behaviour.
 Note - Narratives are experienced as convincing through an
emotional appraisal process which involves the body and
readies action, involving processes which have been described
in the experimental and social science literature.
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Methods
 DATA is a method for assessing Relative Sentiment Shifts (RSS) –
i.e. shifts in the relationship between approach and avoidance
emotions - in economic narratives.
 Applies to any unstructured text database with dated texts.
 Wil be used today on three document sets the Reuters News (2.2m US, 1.8m
UK), broker reports (available series taken from BoE files comprised 14
brokers’ commentaries from January 2008 through June 2013 consisting of
about 100 documents per month of a primarily global economic focus) and
daily internal Market commentary from BoE staff produced at the rate of about
26 per month from January 2000 to January 2010.
 Current prototype RSS uses a simple dictionary (word list) with no weighting.
 Attends to words indicating approach or avoidance only. Stable set.
 Creates time series.
 Allows econometric and other powerful statistical analysis.

 CONSENSUS is a method for assessing changes in topic
dispersion in digital narratives which we use to ascertain whether
market narratives may be becoming more or less narrow.
 Uses a straightforward approach of clustering the articles in word-frequency space
(after removal of commonplace words) to form topic groups, whereby each article
belongs to a single distinct topic. We then measure the uncertainty (entropy) in the
distribution of the articles across the topic groups. We consider an increase in the
uncertainty (entropy) of the topic distribution as a decrease in consensus and vice
versa.

Methodology
Parsimonious word frequency methodology
 Intentional simplicity
• Can potentially refine using more sophisticated methods

 Ease of interpretation
 (#Excitement - #Anxiety)/#Words
 Fixed methodology across applications

RSS Bank Market Reports

RSS: Reuters, broker reports, market reports

RSS Market reports & VIX

Granger Causality
 P-values causality from RSS to economic variables
 P-values causality from economic variables to RSS

Topic Dispersion

Predicting the St Louis Financial Stress Index
(0= Normal)

RSS leads the St Louis index

Divided State Theory
 In CNT, all decisions made under uncertainty necessarily
require conviction narratives.
 Conviction is achieved by imagining possible narrative
outcomes which evoke approach and avoidance.
 Under uncertainty most narratives will contain some
grounds for feeling approach and some for avoidance.
 “Divided state” - a situation in which certain topics or
situations exhibit an unusual lack of balance – either
avoidance or excitement seem to diminish or disappear.
 Hypothesis: An unusually sustained and significant
relative gap in the dominance of approach over
avoidance words around particular topics can be
used to indicate that thinking and decision-making
around these topics has become unbalanced
therefore, is at risk for a reversal.

Liquidity

Fannie Mae

Discussion
 RSS
 Theoretically defined measure linked to the way decisions are made.
Intuitive. Picks up aggregation.
 Very Fast, No revisions.

 Enhanced or Additional Data Sources:
 Blogs, social media, chat, company documents, regulator interviews?

 Enhanced Emotion Recognition Techniques
 Enhanced word lists, NLP, etc.

 Enhanced Topic Identification Techniques
 Risk Assessment
 Potential to compare institutions.
 Stranded asset or carbon risk.

Collaborations?
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